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have to add water to the bottle after
they’ve stolen some. And gramp is certainly being stodgy about coughing up junior’s
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Latin school
tuition,
isn’t he? In his tart series of vignettes that take place around various
In the notes to his Ibsen adaptation, Swaye explains, “I wanted to
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dining-room
tables
oftheentitlement,
playwright
Gurney
infuse
dialogue…with a naturalness,
a terseness
and an does all he’s ever done: wistfully
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immediacy.”
Well,
it’s
terse,
at
least.
In
reducing
the
three-act
document the decaying, mannered lives of the gentry, those who mistakenly keep secrets
������ ������� to one hour-long act, Swaye gives us the main plot
and money close points
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ones
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but few
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points. So
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big-time
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bemused as Gurney
to why Swaye,
who’s neither
text nor
of exasperated privilege,
ranks
one updated
notchtheover
a Cheever.)
offered a insightful interpretation of it, has bothered. His primary
contribution to Ibsen’s drama of Halvard Solness—struggling to
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Nevertheless,
director
Hutchinson’s
highly when
seductive
maintain his
dominion as No. 1 architect,
young Hilda in-the-round production is crisply
dangerously
reminds
him
of
his
lost
glory—is
to
Solness
alert and ﬂushed. Her bright actors, several ofhave
them
relative newcomers, are all asked
finger her. Why it didn’t occur to Swaye that the many words left
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play more
than
two
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on
either
side
of
their
true ages, yet Hutchinson rarely
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on the cutting-room floor just maybe had a purpose (like, say, plot
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����� foolish.
lets them
look
In particular,
astringent
Marsha Harman offers multiple ﬂavors and
and character
development) is
baffling.
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maximum
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as several ﬂustered matrons.
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voices seem to be in a race for rigidity. Stranger still is the design,

with canvases
thrownNew
on the floor
that seems
seemingly suggest
Instead of a standout
actor,
Leaf
to have selected The Dining Room to
architectural sketches; like the play itself, they provide the actors
showcase its twoonly
most
rareﬁ
ed
assets:
its
queerly
elegant found space—as intimate as
the danger of tripping. Yet Nick Keenan has devised an
a discreet aside from
Mrs.
its invaluable
resident
sound
Asturnsthe
effective
soundAstor—and
scheme (splicing classical
music with sounds
of
IBSEN
FACTOdesigner.
The Master Builder
over cast
a
New Leaf.
furious
sketching).—�����
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pantomimes all the props to Nick Keenan’s recorded, carefully placed effects of delicate
papers being rustled or rattling ﬂatware getting polished, you suspect
the designer knows
advertisement
even better than the playwright the sound of a WASP’s nest.
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To leap������
from��������
the plight of the working poor to the
neuroses of the old-line rich requires a healthy
dose of ironic distance. But the moneyed classes
have their problems too, and no playwright has
done a better job of anatomizing the American
WASP in its native environment than A.R. Gurney.
�������
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New Leaf Theatre takes advantage
of their rich
������ ���� � ������������ ��� ��� ��������� � ��� ���
wood-paneled home at the Lincoln Park Cultural
������������������ �� ������������� �� �������
Center to present a charming site-speciﬁc staging
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of Gurney’s “The Dining Room,” a 1982 comedy
Truncated Ibsen packs full
of dying manners. The audience surrounds the
large table that serves as the groaning board
measure of emotion
for generations of complaints, seductions,
�� ���� ����
heartbreaks, and revelations across several
Special to the Tribune
families. The capable cast in Jessica Hutchinson’s
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staging generally manage their multiple roles with
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steady and understated wit (well, they are WASPs,
Henrik Ibsen, like so many playwrights before and after, wrote as if paid
after all), with particularly noteworthy performances
by the word. Today's audiences are a restless bunch, however, and
sometimes shorter is sweeter.
from Steve Wilson and Marsha Harman. The play
Locally, theatergoers have a pair of truncated Ibsens to choose from:isn’t particularly insightful but if one has never seen
"The Last Two Minutes of the Complete Works of Henrik Ibsen," through
it, the intimacy and immediacy of this production
Saturday at the Northlight Theatre; and a 65-minute version of "The
up for��the
script’s
hoarier elements.
Master Builder," from New Leaf Theatre at the Lincoln Park Cultural make�������
����
�� �� ����
Center.
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Ibsen. What is clear upon seeing "Complete Works" is that this
Norwegian wasn't one for limp endings. He preferred conclusions that
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snapped audiences to attention, and his plays--all 26 of them--close with Fast online personal & commercial quotes. Best rates,
dramatic flourishes that involve at least one person meeting his or her
quality service.
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maker.
Part of Northlight's new City Series, the production is the brainchild of
Greg Allen, the Neo-Futurist founder with a keen sense for blending the
intellectual with the antic and preposterous.
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He's brought back the same, excellent, six-member cast that originated
the show in 2005 in Andersonville, and performed to swell reviews in a
later New York production. Regardless of your familiarity with Ibsen, the
show is a hoot.
Condiments and a box of silverware become puppet actors for an
obscure 1855 work called "The Feast of Solhoug." Merrie Greenfield
adopts a hilarious accent--think backwoodsman with marbles in the
mouth--for another lesser-known play, "Brand." In "Catiline," Greenfield
and bombastic Steve Walker writhe on the floor in a murder-suicide,
both refusing to die in a scene of high comedy.
Ibsen's better-known works are handled deftly, as well. "Ghost" amps up
the creepy (and humorous) mother-son relationship; "A Doll's House" is
played straight (and therefore all the more unsettling); "Hedda Gabler" is
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Archeologists are often faced with
the task of reconstructing entire
civilizations from a fragment of
bedpost or a few shards of pottery,
so there’s no crime in playwright
A.R. Gurney’s tracking a halfcentury of progress in American
society using only a single room.
The years under scrutiny range from the 1930s to the early 1970s,
as reﬂected in the conversations of a family sufﬁciently well-off
to have a house with a fully-equipped dining room—a table and
chairs; a panoply of linens and eating utensils; and servants to
gather, prepare and dish up the provender.
But Gurney’s purpose is not simple nostalgia, but analysis of
a tribal subculture. To this end, he forsakes chronological
realism, instead presenting his ﬁndings as a montage of scenes
from various periods, with only hints of ﬁlial continuity, thus
highlighting small domestic revolutions otherwise overlooked
in the big-picture histories: a smug patriarch’s fear of Irish and
Italian immigrants’ inﬂuence on the status quo. Adulterous lovers’
concerns over the clan repercussions sure to follow disclosure
of their transgression. An afﬂuent matron looking to restore her
heirloom furniture under the tutelage of a former stockbroker now turned carpenter. The names and ages of
the various maids who remain an indispensable part of the household.
Director Jessica Hutchinson’s intent may also have been to guard against modern audiences becoming
dazzled by period artifacts, but her decision to approach the play as “the idea of family as explored though
the lens of memory” appears to involve re-inventing it along lines recalling the Symbolists of the Belle Epoch.
Under this concept, stage props are all but eliminated, characters drinking from invisible glasses while the
sound of clinking ice cubes is conveyed electronically—a gimmick that, while executed with admirable
precision, draws more attention to itself than would actual set dressing and hand-held tchotchkes.
What most threatens to push the ambience over the top into artsy-academic ambiguity, however, is the
funereal tone engendered by ghostly slipcovers whose removal and replacement bracket the play’s action,
coupled with relentlessly pensive incidental music appropriate for Strindberg, perhaps, but wholly at odds
with Gurney’s homely Yankee idiom and the anthropologist’s emotional detachment. The mostly young
actors do their best to ignore these curiously matched motifs, valiantly adhering to their text, but they only
barely succeed in rescuing this New Leaf production from surrender to auteur-gone-wild preciosity.
— Mary Shen Barnidge

